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About This PDF

In	this fillable PDF,	you’ll find 7	effective tips	from the A-Z	framework
to get	you started making	your business	videos that stand	out.
If you don’t see fillable fields,	click	and download	the free	Adobe	reader.

The	tips	are	easy	to implement and it will make	a	huge difference when
you apply them in	your videos.

You	could use	this	just	as	a	‘knowledge	based	tool’	that	you	glance	through	
once	or	twice...	But	you	could	also	take	real	action on	each	tip	in	here	by	
trying	it	out	and	writing	down	your	findings/ideas	in	the	fillable	box.
And	from	then	on	implementing	it	each	time	you	make	a	video.

To	make	it	even	more	actionable,	there’s	a	workpage	at	the	end	
to	collect	your:	
- The 3	best	tips	(the	ones	that	made	the	most	difference	for	YOU)
- The	3	action	steps	you’re	going	to	take	first

PS	I’ve	kept	the	name/letter	from	the	framework,	but	as	I	chose	the	7	tips	
that	are	best	to	start	with,	it’s	not	just	A-G	and		they	are	not	in	order.	

click and download the free adobe reader.

https://get.adobe.com/nl/reader/


What others say…

This PDF	takes	you out	of	fear and places you
into power	to create your own videos.

You also feel	like	you have	been	given the
'insider	secrets"	to how a	real	pro	does	it.
It	is	designed beautifully and I	love	the
fillable aspect	to this;	it made	jotting down	
notes easier than scribbling on	paper	or	
whiteboard.	

I've been	doing videos for a	while and I	must	
say	Elsewine's guide	provides quick,	easy,	
effective tips	to help	you get	camera	ready.	

The	fill in	boxes are	a	great feature	to get	you
to take	fast action.
It's	very well	organized and a	great starter	
guide!

Sarah	Winterbine
Visionary life	coach	

Liz	Pabon
Brand	communication strategist

Elsewines PDF	was	very informative,	and broke it
down	to simple concepts and action	steps.	Big	
takeaway for me:	make	more	effort	to make	eye
contact	when doing videos.

You can either figure it out	the hard	way,	
through trial	and error...	or	stand	on	someone's
shoulder and let	them guide	you.Rody

Whispermedia



About me

I’m Elsewine Rietveld,	confidence trainer	
from the Netherlands.

I	used to be a	deer	in	headlights when it
came to public	speaking and appearing on	
videos.	So if you’re uncomfortable in	front	
of	the camera…	I	hear	you!

Over	the	years	I’ve	created	many	videos	and	
discovered	what	works	– and	what	doesn’t.
I’ve	selected	my	most	remarkable	findings	
in	the	A-Z	framework.	
I	give	you	the	7	best	startertips	for	free	here!

Let’s get started!

Here’s just a	small	selection of	my camera	moments:



A

B

Most	important:	Be	yourself!
It	can be tempting to copy	the style of	a	successful person,	or	someone you admire.	
But	that style works for them,	not for you!		And when you do	business,	people want	to
get	to know YOU	with all your quirks,	humor,	fun and experience that you bring to the
table!	This is	what draws	people in	and makes them want	to work with you.

Most	important:	Not distracting!
A	lot	of	people worry about getting the ‘perfect’	background.	However,	YOU	are	the
one that they should be watching,	so most	importantly,	your background	must	be
non-distracting.	You can pick a	white wall in	your house,	or	hang	a	piece	of	cloth in	
front	of	a	closet	– make	sure the print	is	calm!	If you have	lights from a	window
coming in,	you can also just have	your room	as	the background.	If you want	to ’dress	
up’	you could always buy a	nice bouquet	of	flowers and place that in	a	corner.	

1. Appearance

2. Background

Describe yourself/which elements do	you bring to the table:

Write	down	which 2	places are	ideal for your videoshoot – do	you need anything extra:



C
Most	important:	EYE	CONTACT!
Yes,	I	am shouthing here…	this	is	a	tip	I	cannot	say	enough.	And	something	I	see	going	
“wrong”	a	lot.	If	you	want	to	connect	to	your	audience,	find	out	where	the	lens	is	on	
the	device	you	use	and	look	there,	not	at	yourself!	
So	many	bloggers,	live	videos	and	even	(professional!)	ad	videos	I	see,	people	look	
away	and	I	immediately	lose	connection	and	interest	to	watch	the	rest	of	the	video.		

3. Connection

Write	down/draw:	where’s your lens	in	your device,	and practice looking there:

R
Most	important:	NO	READING!
Yes,	I	am shouting again…	This	one	is	related	to	the	tip	above,	about	eye	contact.	
So many people,	even	in	professionally created videos,	use either a	flipover	sheet	
behind the camera,	or	an autocue.	By reading,	you lose all connection with your
audience!	You are	the expert,	and you know what to say.	
You can write down	some bullets to structure your story,	and between passages/takes	
look	down	what your main elements were.

4. Reading

Brainstorm	ideas to make	your video	and extract	it into bullets:
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Most	important:	Use what you have!
A	big	item	that often blocks people,	is	that they have	no	“professional”	equipment.	It	
is	important	to have	good quality image	and sound,	but	you don’t need dolby	
surround-cinema-quality.	Most	phones,	laptops	and tablets	have	great quality.	
You could use a	tripod with a	grip	or	handle	to hold the phone,	or	lift	your laptop	to
eye hight.	Try out	all your devices and see which set-up	suits you best.

5. Gearing Up

Describe which devices you have	and which is	easiest for you to use (+	maybe a	
small	extra	you need to borrow or	buy,	like	a	tripod or	grip):

K
Most	important:	Choose one topic!
The	content	that you share	is	important….	But	a	big	pitfall for the most	of	us is,	that
we	fear our content	is	not enough,	combined with the fact that we	are	an expert	on	
the matter…	this leads	to having too much content	in	the video,	so the message gets
lost	in	between the massive content	topics	we	talk	about.	Instead,	choose 1	topic	per	
video	and eleborate/give examples,	but	stay on	topic!

6. Killer Content 

Break	down	your big	topic.	Write	down	3x	a	one-topic	idea for your videos:
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Most	important:	ALWAYS	test	your setup!
It	happened to me…	And	I	see	it	often	mentioned	on	social:	I’ve	created	a	video,	but	
“oh	no!	there	was	no	sound/	there was	a	beep	or	buzz in	the sound/	my backdrop	was	
lit funnily/ I	forgot a	button	on	my blouse…	“
So before you shoot,	make	a	10	second	video	and watch it back,	to see if the lights are	
ok,	there’s no	lipstick	on	your tooth,	the sound	is	actually working and the clutter in	
the back	is	not visible…	well,	you	get	it.	Test	your	footage!

7. Test

Create a	reminder	to check	your sound	and image	before you shoot:

This is it
7 effective tips 

from my A-Z framework

Now fill out the page below 
And make your first video applying the tips!
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Time for Action:

Write	down	the 3	things that were the most	remarkable (new/insightful)	to you:

Write	down	the 3	action	steps	that you are	starting with this week:

Most	important:	Print	this page	out	and hang	it in	on	your wall!

www.elsewine.comwww.elsewine.com

www.elsewine.com


Want it all?!

Some of	the other tips	in	there involve:
Editing	 (what to do	when you've hit	the stop	record	button)
Live	videos (yup,	that is	an option	too...	scary (but	rewarding!)	)
Hand	Gestures (should you sit on	your hands?)
Lighting (I	get	a	lot	of	questions on	lighting)
Outfit	 (to wear or	not to wear...	your polka	dot dress)
Xanax (really?	Yes.	Or	not,	hmmm let's find out!)
Screencast	 (for the moments you have	visuals to share	as	well)

And because I	am nice and generous,	I'm offering this PDF	to you,	
with all those wonderful tips,	for the small	amount of $47.

PLUS,	you can get	a	60%	discount	when you share	it on	social media.	

***	Click	here and seize the whole A-Z	framework ***

and don’t forget to share	it to grab your discount!

A-Z

When you're ready	to make	an even	bigger
impact with your videos and want	to
know all the deets,	I	gladly invite	you to grab
the PDF	with all the tips	of	the A-Z	
framework.

It	looks	a	lot	like	thisPDF; the introduction
and setup	are	similar...	Easy	and actionable.
So you'll know just what to expect.

And with the whole shebang,	all 26	tips	
together in	one place.

*** Click here and seize the whole A-Z framework ***

https://payhip.com/b/45QV


Bonus!

Surprise!

I’ve taped two videos with a	more	indepth explanation of	
two tips	in	this PDF,	to not only tell you in	writing,	but	to
let	you experience the effect	when you actually see it on	video.

My	gift	to you as	a	thank you for your trust	
– and because this workbook is	all about videos… that’s not
only learned on	paper!

Bonus

**	Click	here to watch the videos **

Password:	7Best
(please don’t share)

 ** Click here to watch the videos **

http://elsewine.com/surprisebonus-7-tips/


Just Do It!

I	hope	these	tips	and action	steps	help	you
to be more	comfortable in	front	of	the
camera,	and that you start	making	your
own compelling business	videos!

No	more	postponing or	procrastinating…	
Grab	your	phone	and	make	your	first	video	TODAY.
Then	watch	the	video,	and	if	you	don’t	like	it,	throw	it	out.

But,	
And	yes,	here	comes	a	big	but:	

Don’t throw your video	out	too soon;	remember:
Real	is	better than perfect.	

So don’t go	deleting good videos just because you’re stuttering	once,	or	
there is	a	small	mistake.	It	just makes it real,	people connect to it easier.

Keep	practising!

Start
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